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We are deeply grieved to know about the sad demise of Shree Nanaji Deshmukh.

It is not only a loss to the Deendayal Research Institute (DRI), but also brings sadness to

the entire nation. He was a living institution, having brought light into lives of millions of

our brethren. 

His vision and contribution to the sustainable & replicable social development is

remarkable and unique in its kind which clearly reflects the vision statement of DRI.

"Some men see things as they are and say why. He dreamt things that never were and

said why not. II 

'Design and Implement a framework to achieve and sustain self -reliance in villages

through the initiative, involvement and empowerment of the villagers with replicable, defin-

able and tangible parameters. ' 

He has proved to the entire world that every society irrespective of their status, condition

and location can live a respectable social life and make a valuable contribution to Mother

Earth. We and the nation has seen Shree Nanajl's good deeds and significant accomplish-

ments in Chltrakoot...and through his ideologies, we inspire ourselves to dedicate our lives for

the needy. 

Shree Nanaji has achieved a unique collaboration between the corporate world,

Government, Politicians, Bureaucrats and Society at large...and has significantly made an

Impact to each one of them. 

The sad demise of Shree Nanaji will require untold amount of courage for the team at

DRI to carry-on the development work, but we have faith that you can surmount the tragedy

and move on. 

We cannot eliminate your sadness, but in remembrance of the great man, Shree Nanaji

Deshmukh, each individual of our organization joins in expressing our deepest sympathy. 

From 

Det Norske Veritas, India

Dear bandhu,

With deep regret we learnt about the sad demise of Adarniya Nanaji.

As with the name he was a fatherly figure to many families . He was a true

karmayogi, a modern Rushi and Tapaswi who toiled all through his life for the

upliftment of the whole society and particularly with its  weaker section.

By renouncing active politics at the age of 60 and wholeheartedly engaging

himself in activities for the social reconstruction he has set an example for others

to follow. 

He was a true swayamseavak and with his passing away we have lost a link

with the generation of the senior veteran swayamsevaks. 

He was closely associated with the Vishwa vibhag which has fond memories

of that association. 

We share the grief of Deen Dayal Research Institute and a large number of

Man. Nanaji's associates and pray for the peace of the departed soul.

Shankar Tatwawadi

(Vishwa Vibhag Samyojak)

From:  Shankar Tatwawadi <svt_shankar@hotmail.com> 

To:  <dridelhi@rediffmail.com>, <bharat@chitrakoot.org>

Date:   Mon, 01 Mar 2010 18:40:30 IST

Cc:   shyam parande <shyamparande@gmail.com>, Anil Vartak

<anilvar@yahoo.com>, ravikumar aiyer <ravisydney@gmail.com>,

"Ravi Kumar Aiyyar, Sydney, Australia" <ravisydney@yahoo.com>,

sadanand sapre <sdsapre@rediffmail.com>, Yashwantrao Pathak

<yash_pathak@yahoo.com>

Subject: Condolences
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